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Smoking in Smaug voted down
By ANN ENABNIT
Staff Reporter
Ahhh, the clean air of the ...
Smaug?
By an overwhelming margin
students voted Monday to turn the
main area of the Smaug into a nonsmoking area.
"It (the referendum) passes
overwhelmingly," Jonathan
Thoreson, student senate vice presi-

dent said.
With 557 votes for yes, 288 votes
for no, and two not clear, more
people voted yes to the referendum, than voted for Tim Meyer
and Ted Klotz put together in the
student senate elections. Almost 15
percent of the student population
turned out to vote whereas almost
10 percent turned out for this year's
student senate elections.

Next fall the Smaug will be a no
smoking area and smoking areas
will be designated off to the side,
Thoreson said.
Smokers became upset when
finding about the vote.
"It's ridiculous because we can't
smoke in any other building," freshman Fawn Clark said.
"We don't have any options left
than to smoke here anyway, there's

no place left," John Vinje said. "To
try to force all, or most of the smokers in small rooms off to the side, is
not feasible."
Vinje said smokers would have
to hold a rally in which they would
just light up to see what happens.
Sophomore, Kahled Alsubaie
said that he disagreed with the
wording of the referendum question because it was worded "very

tricky".
"I'm very pleased," Tim Hatfield, Chairman of the Wellness
Committee, said of the outcome.
"If so many people came out, it
seems people had strong feelings
and acted on them."
"The goal was not to eliminate
all smoking areas on campus,"

See Smoke, Page 6

The end is here
Students saddened as CST closes doors
By JANE HARTON
Variety Editor

Winonan photo by Kirk Fratzke

Feel the beat
Tony Brown, lead singer for the reggae band Tony Brown and the Landing Crew,
entertains the crowd during Springfest Saturday at Lake Winona.

The class of 1989 was the last to receive
diplomas from the College of St. Teresa
Sunday at the school's 78th graduation ceremony.
Despite efforts to raise funds, the college
could not come up with enough money to
fight the constant battle against rising costs,
declining enrollment, and the long-term plans
that had to be made. It was thus decided to
close the college's doors after this school
year.
But what about the students who attended
the college?
Stephanie Schumacher, a freshman at the
college, received a letter in her mailbox last
July that brought tears to her eyes upon
reading.
"I thought it was going to be great news.
But no, it was a letter saying that the college
was closing as of June 1989," Stephanie said.
Each student enrolled was sent a letter
like the one Stephanie got last July, informing them of the situation.
"I was devastated. It may sound weird,
but I just started crying," said Annette Benge,
a junior accounting major from Louisiana.
"I got the letter three weeks before I was
supposed to leave for school," Annette said.
Tammy Wills, a sophomore physical therapy major, was even more upset to learn of
the college's fate.
"My family has long been associated with
the College of St. Theresa. My aunt was a
Sister of St. Francis here at the college,"
Tammy said.
After Tammy heard the news, she immedia tely decided that for her, the 1988-89 school
year was going to be the best.
"I really went into this year with a different attitude - a positive attitude. I did a lot of
things this year that I normally would not
have done until my junior or senior year,"
she said.
Not everyone had the positive attitude
that Tammy had.
Stephanie, being a freshman and about to
enter CST for the first time, started making
plans to attend a different school.
"The first thing I did was look at schools

"It feels like someonein our
family is dying?

- Tammy Wills, CST sophomore
that I had already applied to and been accepted at. But by that time, it was too late to
start all that over again, and I decided to stick
with the College of St. Teresa," she said.
Stephanie felt rushed while looking at the
other schools, because most of them were
starting classes two weeks after she had
learned of CST's future.
"It was all such a big mess, and I felt totally
under pressure and stress to make a quick
decision. I hadlinally decided on St. Teresa
when, all of a sudden, I was trying to make
the same decisions all over again," Stephanie
said.
As of now, Stephanie has been accepted to
St. Norbert's College in DePere, Wis.
Annette said that as soon as she found out
that the college was going to close, she made
plans to go to the University of St. Thomas in
Texas. Because she is from Louisiana, she
figured it would be better to go to a school
that was down south and closer to home.
"I had already given Texas my formal
transfer sheets, and officially moved out of
my room during the Christmas break. It was
final, I wasn't coming back," Annette said.
But when she got home, she realized that
she wanted to finish her junior year at the
College of St. Teresa.
"I couldn't stand the thought of all my
friends being at CST, really enjoying their last
semester together, and me not being there. At
that point, I knew I was going back to CST,"
she said.
Though Annette was hesitant at first, she
is happy with her decision to continue at the
college.
To each student, the closing of the College
of St. Teresa brings on sadness. Tammy
summed up the campus-wide feeling the
best
"It feels like someone in our family is
dying," she said.

Year difficult, rewarding for Kane
By CHUCK FREDERICK
Editor-in-Chief
John Kane remembers the day
well. He remembers it as one of
shock and grief.
He was the vice president of
student affairs at the time, where
he says he belongs.
The day was August 21. It was
the day Winona State University
!or? cr, Torn Stark. And thc
day John Kane lost a very good
friend.
The two knew each other for

many years. They shared a love of
fishing and hunting together. Both
were born in the same year.
Upon Stark's death, Kane was
called upon to take over the duties
of president. It was a difficult move
for him.
"When I was called to the
president's office I felt like I was
being called to active duty," Kane,
who 15 Z115:i a colon.:1 ariiiy
reserves, said. "When you're in the
reserves, you're trained to always
go in times of emergency. I guess

this was an emergency this year."
And the move from his office in
Kryzsko Commons to the Somsen
Hall president's office was in many
ways, as difficult as going into
battle.
"It was extremely difficult to
come into this office. It took me
about four weeks before I could sit
at the desk," he said, adding that
he did all of his work at the iarge
round table in the office.
"It was not only the loss of a
super university president, but also

the loss of a friend," he said. "I had
determination within myself to
make Winona State University a
good place to work, a place which
has strong academic standing and be
a place the students can be proud
of."
It was a good year he said. Many
things were accomplished with the
help of everyone at the university.
"1 think the reason it was an excellent year was that everybody pro-

See Kane, page 2 Jo n Kane
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Program offers
travel and studies
By MONTY GILLES
Special to the Winonan

For most college students traveling
throughout Europe is only a dream. But
taking in the sights of Europe is academic for
students in the Studies Abroad Program.
The Studies Abroad Program at Winona
State University allows students to attend
Brighton Polytechnic in England, generally
for a three month quarter.
A polytechnic is similar to a university
and Brighton Polytechnic is close in size to
Winona State. Brighton is in southern England, one hour from London.
Students in the program take 12-15 credits
(three to four classes), primarily for general
education. The credit is transferable to
Winona State. On the weekends the students
travel.
"England is a little bigger than
Minnesota," Robert DuFresne, a Winona
State professor who organizes the trips, said.
"The weekends are long enough for the students to travel well into Europe."
And travel the students did.
Kim Salinger, junior education major,
journeyed into England, Paris, Scotland, the
Netherlands and Germany, during her
schooling there last fall.
"I did something practically every night,"
Salinger said. "On weeknights I'd go to the
pubs or do something with my English
friends, and on weekends we'd travel." "All American students had to take British Studies class that would often meet on the
weekend," Salinger said. "We'd tour castles
and travel the English countryside."
"When we traveled, we traveled poor,"
she said. "We took just what we could carry

because we did a lot of walking, and we
stayed in youth hostels. We traveled poor
but we had fun." Salinger said that hostels
are inexpensive inns.
"I wish that I would've been more careful
with what I was spending my money on
when I first got there so I would have had
money for more traveling," Salinger said.
"Near the end of my trip I wanted to go to
Switzerland but it was too expensive."
Salinger traveled inexpensively, but her
trip was expensive.
She took $1,500 in spending money and
wrote home for mere.
DuFresne doesn't think that the trip is
expensive. The cost for tuition, room and
board, and a round-trip airplane ticket is
$2,500, which hasn't gone up in DeFresne's
ten years overseeing the program. DeFresne
said that students can take as much spending
money as they want. Most take $1,000, but
many get by on less, he said.
With all the traveling, it would seem that
the mind would wander and grades would
slip.
"The instructors were lenient on us in the
classes because they realized that half of our
experience there was travel," Salinger said.
"I found ithelpful tobudget my time," she
said. "I tried to get all of my studying done
during the week, so the weekends were mine
for travel."
The grading system was foreign to the
American students.
Evaluation sheets instead of letter grades
were given at the end of the course. The
American students' advisor then gave letter
See Abroad, page 3

Sheriffhonored by club
Gudmundson graduated from the Detroit
By JANE HARTON
Police Academy in 1971, and went on to
Variety Editor
The Criminal Justice Club at Winona State become a police officer and homicide detecUniversity will hold a luncheon on Friday, five for five years.
May 19, in honor of former sheriff, Don
In 1976, he was a special agent for the
Gudmundson.
Illinois Buieau of Investigation specializing
Gudmundson presided over Fillmore in mafia assassinations.
County for about 10 years, and has recently
The Friday luncheon for Gudmundson
been appointed to the position of Chief of
Police of Lakeville, Minn. Gudmundson has will begin at 1 p.m. in Dining Rooms E, F, and
also taught in the Winona State criminal jus- G in Kryzsko Corn mons. The event is open to
the public, and ticket cost is $5.25 per person.
tice program for eight quarters.

Kane
Continued from page 1
vided assistance when I needed it,"
he said. "I don't think I accomplished
anything. We accomplished it. Sure I
sat in the president's office, but it
was a 'we' who did it all."
Among the list of accomplishments he included for the year was
funding for new dorm, the addition
to food service, lighting for the theater department, the installation of a
sprinkler system in Sheehan Hall and
raised academic standards.
Support was gotten from staff and
faculty as well as students and the
State University Board he said. It
was support he needed and he said
he is grateful to have gotten it.
He had skeptics coming into the
year, he knows. Beyond students,
there were a lot of people unsure of
him, a lot of people who didn't know
him.
Student Senate president Larry
Lee was confident.
"He did a good job," Lee said.
"And let's face it, he had some tough
management decisions to make. I
will certainly miss him over there."
Jon Kosidowski, who took over
for Kane in the student affairs office,
echoed Kane's reason for the strong
year: team effort.
"I really saw a whole university
community, under the guidance and
leadership of Dr. Kane, just pull
together and work together. I think

Dr. Kane has done a yeoman's job,"
he said.
He remembers the beginning
of the year when it was realized
that Stark's death was a major loss
but also that he left behind him a
strong school. And the school
appears to be stronger now, he
said.
Gary Evans, the director of university relations, agrees.
"The year was everything I
would have hoped it would have
been had Tom lived," he said. "I
just can't say enough about the
spirit of cooperation I've seen this
year."
He said the year would have
been a tough one whether Stark
lived or not. Funding for the College of St. Teresa and the engineering school as well as other projects
demanded everyone's attention.
"I think it was a year that everyone can be proud of," he said. "One
thing that made it all possible is
that John is a great leader."
Next year Kane will return to
his office in Kryzsko Commons to
resume his du ties as vice president
of student affairs.
"I guess that's my calling," he
said. "I'm going back to the students. I like the student contact.
"I'll be here to assist (new president Darrell Krueger) in any way
of form that he requests.
"It's been a privilege and an
honor," he said.

Study time

Winonan photo by Chris Brooder

Judy Scherger, senior paralegal major, enjoyed Monday's warm weather while
studying outside Kryzsko Commons. Monday's high temperature was 87 degrees.

WEEKLY SPECIALS
Winona Mall

MONDAY: HAPPY HOUR - ALL NIGHT! POURS UNDER $1
TUESDAY: TROPICANA NIGHT - HUNDREDS OF EXOTIC DRINKS
ON SPECIAL
WEDNESDAY: S. 0. B. NIGHT - CORONA UNDER A BUCK 'N
HALF 2 TACOS $1, FAJITAS $1
THURSDAY: PIZZA & BEER - ALL YOU CAN DRINK $4.75,
DOUBLE BUBBLE ALL NIGHT!
FRIDAY: HAPPIEST HAPPY TIMES IN WINONA - GUARANTEED!
SATURDAY: SHRIMP - ALL YOU CAN PEEL N' EAT
SUNDAY: DOUBLE BLOODY MARYS AND DOUBLE SCREWDRIVERS
HAPPY HOUR - MONDAY THRU SATURDAY, 4 to 7 - FULL
BAR ON SPECIAL, FREE HORS D'OEUVRES
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Activity fees finalized
By STEPHANIE TREAT
Staff Reporter

The Activity Fees Distribution Committee held its last meeting of the year Monday to determine how remaining funds
should be allocated for next year.
The committee allocated over $500,000 to various clubs and
organizations at Winona State University. A large percentage of
the money was set aside for the athletic department, but programs for all students were included and some changes and
additions were made.
One change was an added $8,000 for classes and housing at
the College of St. Teresa. Said Interim Vice President of Student
Affairs Jon Kosidowski, "We really don't have a handle on
specifically what we need (at CST). We know there is a need of
work hours, about $8,000 worth of work hours." This money
will be given, in addition to $6,000 already set aside for the
project.
Next year, intramural sports will be given more priority and

funding. The committee allocated it 10 percent.
$1,000 was given to a new club which provides volunteer
services to the community. It was started last spring as a branch
of student senate. Next fall the group will be on its own.
Connie Hedrington, a sophomore mass communications
major, who pushed for the funding , said, "This quarter we just
put our foot in the water, and we are going full force next fall."
She is expecting about 400 students to volunteer.
Another possible addition for next year could be a full-time
activity coordinator. A proposal has been submitted by Union
Director Charlie Zane to hire one. It is currently awaiting
approval from Interim President John Kane.

\V\

The committee also voted to allow clubs which have money
remaining at the end of the year to roll over their funds to the
following year. The issue was raised by the Malaysian Club,
who would like to add the $400 they have now to next years
account to fund a dance troupe performance and a club dinner.

New teaching style hits WSU
By LAURA JENSEN
Special to the Winonan

Accelerative learning, a new teaching
method which has caught the attention of
many, including Winona State professor
Lyelle Palmer, involves more than the basic
lecture method.
This teaching method involves all levels
of learning, all types of backgrounds and
expands from preschool to graduate levels. It
concentrates on the ambiance of the classroom and the pleasure mode of the student
while learning.
The human body is conditioned to expect
certain things Palmer said. He cited the fear
and anxiety of a math class as an example.
"By the time you walk through the classroom door, your body is already defending
itself against math," he said.
"To really be a teacher is to put your kids
(students) in a peak performance mode in
the classroom," he said comparing the classroom atmosphere to the sports mode of
winning.
"Learning is not just cognitive," he said.
"It is based on how the brain works."
Palmer, president of the American Society for Accelerated Learning and Teaching
(SALT), said he and other members of SALT
have concluded that the vestibular system

Abroad
Continued from page 2
grades based on the evaluations, Salinger
said. Salinger said that evaluations were
based more on papers than on final tests.
Salinger described the English campus
setting as more "laid back" than here. Pubs
are on campuses because there is no minimum drinking age. Students go to pubs
between classes.
The classes themselves are also very informal, Salinger said. Some students smoke and
drink during class. The smaller classes arc
seminars with much discussion, and the larger
classes are lectures.
Some differences in the British classes

visualization.
The methods work on brain stimulation
and have a strong link to long-term memory.
"It's like the difference from earth to
moon," Palmer said. "The brain is able to
absorb up to twice as much in a shorter
period of time."
The University Speakeasy Language
Center in Minneapolis is currently teaching
accelerative learning in its foreign language
courses. The center can teach the same level
of expertise in a few weeks as the University
of Minnesota can in one year Palmer said.
Studies have shown that students taught
using these new methods in first grade were
still above average five years later in sixth
grade.
This type of learning is hoped to be used
around the world with the help of SALT.
Some colleges plus an elementary and junior
high school in Illinois use the methods.
tyelle Palmer
Winona State will also begin to practice
the accelerative learning methods Palmer
and the pleasure principle of the biochemis- said. He is already teaching it to some degree
try of the brain is directly affecting the learn- and has helped design a course to be offered
this fall for 'those who have math and test
ing process.
In the classroom, the accelerative learning anxiety.
"What we are looking at now is what
is practiced by using physical activities: eyehand coordination, exploratory reading, flight was to the Wright Brothers at the benonverbal communication, recall and a lot of ginning of the century."
compares to Winona State are required term attending classes with and becoming friends
papers for every class, more student involve- with English students."
DuFresne said that most students choose
ment, more reading, and much debate among
to go "to experience a foreign culture and to
students.
DuFresne said that most students choose
Although the classes were a major part of
the trip, Salinger thinks that she learned more to go "to experience a foreign culture and to
see what the world is like outside our own
traveling.
"I learned more in three months over there little quarter in Winona."
Although the majority of the experiences
than I have learned in my time in college,"
she said. "I learned a lot from the travel were good ones, there were some minor things
through discovering the cultures. I also that Salinger didn't enjoy.
Most Britons thought Americans arc snobs,
learned a lot about myself because I was on
so it was hard to get to know them right
my own."
DuFresne agrees that the program offers away," Salinger said. She said that she met
some rich American tourists that acted snobby
benefits and a chance to learn.
"The students experience points of view and that the British judge Americans by the
of the people in Europe," DuFresne said. actions of the snobs.
Salinger also didn't like the conversations
"The students are seen as foreigners, yet they
are dipped right into the British culture by in the pubs.

Winonan photo by Dave Rood

Squeaky clean
John Celius, a Winona State maintenance
worker deans the windows on the PAC

Monday morning.
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No more smoke
Way to go smokers.
On Monday, it was voted by more than 10 percent of the
student body to make the Smaug smoke-free.
It's hard to believe with the large number of smokers on
campus that this vote turned out the way it did. Where were all
the smokers during the hours of 7 a.m. and 7 p.m.? They
obviously were not voting.
The Smaug is, or excuse me, was the only area on Winona
State University's campus where people could go and enjoy a
smoke. Every other building on campus has been designated a
Minnesota Clean Air area, meaning no lighting up.
If the smokers at Winona State can't smoke in the Smaug,
where will they smoke? Probably in the designated nonsmoking areas. And, of course, outside. Won't all those cigarette
butts look beautiful on our well-kept lawns? No, they won't.
And when the cold weather comes around, all those students
who smoke are not going to want to go outside to take a drag.
They will probably go into other buildings on campus.
Just because students cannot light up in the Smaug, doesn't
mean that they will quit the habit. The smokers will move into
other areas of the student union, such as the M-TV lounge and
the study areas.
Originally, the Smaug was set up as a study area, or just a
place to meet. The cafeteria was not a part of the set up. In fact,
the area adopted the name solely because of the cloud of smoke
that hung just below the ceiling. The fact that the Smaug now
sells food is just a sidebar to the area's other uses.
If students can no longer smoke in the Smaug, where are they
going to smoke?
And if the smog in the Smaug clears up, is the area going to
be renamed?

What a year it was
Spring at Winona State University: a time to reflect, a time to
remember, a time to feel proud.
The 1989-90 school year was a very good one for the university. It was a year which saw a number of sports teams excel and a
number of athletes.
Money to lease the College of St. Teresa is in the works and it
is beginning to look like the university's space problems will be
alleviated to some degree.
Money for the new science building to house the engineering
program is also just around the corner. The realization of the
building and the growth of engineering will give the school a
whole new look.
Money to build a new dorm was gotten. As soon as a spot on
the land-locked campus is found that building will go up. •
And it was also a year of sadness, but of accomplishment. On
Aug. 21 Winona State University lost its president, Tom Stark. He
will be missed by us all
But he leaves behind a university which is strong and rich with
tradition. His vision is still being carried on.
And it will continue with the hiring of new president Darrell
Krueger.
Commendations need to go out to so many people without
whom this school would not be as healthy as it is. To all staff and
faculty a warm thank you is in order.
As well as to all students. The people for whom this campus
exists. It was a year which saw students take a more active role in
what is going on around them. A rally to draw attention to the
need for street lights on Huff Street, a rally for a new sports
complex as well as two referendums show that students sincerely
care.
It was a wonderful year, but now it needs to continue.
The new president and everyone else need to continue to fight
for this school. It is a university to be proud of.
On behalf of the entire Winonan staff, thank you Winona State
University!
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Thank you student senate
To the Editor:
I am writing to express my
thanks to the Student Senate for
their thoughtful consideration on
May 3 of the issue of making the
Smaug a smoke-free area. This issue is a timely one which has very
important implications for the

health and well-being of the many
hundreds of students, faculty and
staff who use the Smaug every day.
It deserves to be considered by the
student body at large before it, I
trust, will be strongly supported in
the special referendum on May 15.
I appreciate the chance to have
discussed this crucial issue with

the Senate, and thank the Senators
for their efforts to bring it to the
attention of the entire student body.

Tim Hatfield, Chair
All-University Wellness Cornmittee

Thank you Winona State
To the Editor:
I want to take this way of expressing the gratitude felt by my
wife and myself for the assistance
in the college education of our sons
at Winona State University. Without the dedication of the administration, staff and faculty, the reality of our dream would not be possible

When we were married we
prayed that among the primary
goals of our marriage would be to
have all of our children attend and
graduate from college. There were
several times that we thought this
would not happen. But on May 27,
1989 our prayers and dreams will
be fulfilled with the graduation of
our youngest son, John.

To all who had a hand in making
this day possible, we say "Thank
you and God bless you."
Mark Peterson - 81
Tim Peterson - 86
John Peterson - 89
Sincerely,
Harold and Dolores Peterson
Dassel, MN

The Winonan is written, edited, managed, financed and composed by and for the students of Winona
State University, with the Winonan -Winona State University Publications Board serving as publisher.
The Winonan generates 70 per cent of its income through advertising sales. The remaining 30 per
cent is provided by Winona student activity fees as a subscription rate.
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Subscriptions are available from the business manager at a rate of $20 annually. Address all correspondence to: Winonan Winona State University, Kryzsko Commons, Winona, MN 55987. Phone 507457-5119.
The Winonan is a member of, and is rated by the Associated Collegiate Press with the honor rating of
All-American. The Winonan is recognized annually as an award winning newspaper by the Minnesota
Newspaper Association, the American Scholastic Press Association and the Society of Professional
Journalists, Sigma Delta HL
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Contents are 0 copyrighted by the Winonan, and may not be reproduced with out permission.
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Opinion
Letters
Peter Bremer

Student voice was wasted
To the Editor:

Someone else write this
headline, I'm through!
"It is a mistake to think you can solve any major problems just
with potatoes." - Life the Universe and Ever thing,
The only reason t at quote is there is because I thought it was
funny in a bizarre, kind of stupid way and I knew, since this is my
last column, that it was either now or never if I was ever to pass
along this small, but fundamental piece of wisdom.
There is never enough time to do everything we would like to
do.
I can think of a dozen or more topics I would certainly have
liked to expand into print if only I could've had just a few extra
months.
Actually that's something my editor probably thinks I need
just to get one column done.
"You've been on there over half an hour and that's all ya got?"
I'd get barked at.
"Hey, these five lines are quality. I'm building a secure base
from which my column can safely stand," I'd say.
"Yeah, right. Get back to work."
And so it went through the year.
My deadline was Friday at noon. You'll be happy to know that
I was punctual in this regard twice. Usually I was lucky if I got it
typed in by Sunday. Well, it's now 12:50 a.m., Sunday. It looks
like I'm right on schedule.
I really do have some ideas, though, for Columns That Will
Never Be.
Take a look at a few.
• Cartoons. Possibilities here are vast. How about a cartoon
David Letterman Show where Dave interviews cartoon characters? Old timers like Bugs could come on ('What's up, Dave" ?)
and also relative newcomers like the Muppet Babies and the
Gummi Bears.
Imagine Dave zeroing in on Miss Piggy one night.
"Miss Piggy to you beaver teeth!"
"My goodness! And your so welcome for being invited on the
show. It's our pleasure. Really. It sounds like you had a bad day
on the farm. I apologize, Miss Piggy. A few of your fellow cartoon
characters, well, actually a great many to be accurate, find you to
be a bit.. , ah, short-tempered at times and very difficult to get
along with. On top of everything else, you are, of course, a pig,
which brings me to my question: You and Kermit are pretty hot
stuff, but I always thought that was kind of weird. I mean, don't
ya ever stop and think about it? You a pig. Him a frog. You're
different species."
• Cold nuclear fusion. Bbrrrrrrrr! How could two people be so
sure, and yet, it appears, so wrong? Perhaps they had an excess of
wishful thinking, not enough skepticism and too much creative
energy. Since cold fusion seems unlikely and super, super hot
fusion is stalled, what about lukewarm fusion?
• Cheese. Lots of cheese.
So much for the glory of what could've been.
In my first column I promised many things. I promised to give
periodic updates on my nose hair growth. Now before you jump
up and point out their glaring absence during the year, let me say
that, although I lack the proper measuring instruments, I have
detected no substantial increase.
I also promised to make available my letters of correspondence
with Lady Di with whom I have been having a romantic relationship .
Here is a sample.
Dear Peter:
I yearn for the time when I can leave Charles behind and we
can be together again. I still remember how we bought those
rotating slices of pizza at Quick Trip and guzzled beers at the
Nasty Hobbit. And yes, Peter, I remember snuggling with you on
thecouch as we watched Miami Vice.
Those were special times. Forever times. I've never felt so free
and so alive.
Wait for me.
Di
I also promised to give you, the reader, opportunities to get
involved . This I did.
I said there would be serious moments, but that it would also
be fun.
There were both.

See Peter, Page 6

Twice during this academic year
students at this university became
political activists to a degree that
attracted not only the administration, but a public beyond the campus.
The first was early in the year
when the dormitory residents
seemed to want minimum restraints
on round-the-clock open house.

In the second, more recent, they
asked for the right to purchase
condoms where they live.
In the first uprising, which ended
in a poorly attended referendum,
they seemed to have lost. In the
second, they were winners.
Whatever the results, they own
the right to petition for redress of
circumstances concerning their residence.
However, both of the issues that

exercised them seen peripheral to
the mission of the university, and,
therefore, to the reason for the students to be here.
Next year, it would be exciting
and encouraging to see them agitated over more substantive matters.
Adolph Bremer
Mass communications professor

Good going Pete, but ....
To the editor:
I would like to commend Peter
Brerner for the excellent column on
women's rights in the May 10 issue
of the Winonan. Bremer's push for
respect and equality is much needed
in today's society. With this in mind,
it is beyond me how the Winonan

could justify printing the worthles4
photo on page 13 of the same issue!
The photo contained state racquetball champion Richard Henderson
"dominating" his wife, who had a
racquetball in her mouth. Why was
this photo run when it in no way,
supported the article it accompanied? I seriously doubt the ethics of

Get off the grass
To the editor:
WSU has a beautiful campus.
During the day there are people
mowing, raking and tending the
gardens. The university has taken
the time to care for the grounds.
Why then do students insist on
destroying the property? Not by
vandalism, but by the simple act of
walking on the grass. It seems fool-

ish to have to remind adults to be
considerate, but obviously it is
needed. Why else did the fence-like
structures have to be erected? Cutting across the lawn does not save
that much time. The sidewalks are
there for a reason.
Beth C. Austin
Public relations major

the Winonan. Where do you stand?
Do women deserve respect and
equality or should they be made
the butt of inane jokes?

Rob H. Sklenar
Photojournalism major

More letters, Page 6
The Winonan received many
letters before last Friday's deadline for letters. As promised, the
Winonan is publishing all of
them. One could not fit on these
editorial pages. It appears on
page 6. A number of letters were
received after the deadline. Due
to space problems, the Winonan
is unable to publish these.

Another piece of meat
If you watched the movie
North Dallas Forty, you heard
the line, "I'm meat, nothing but
meat on a platter." At the time
that line didn't mean much to
me. Now it does.
I guess it's an attitude I
wasn't able to pin a label on
until a few weeks ago. Instead
of MBO (Management by
Objective), it's MBE (Management by Ego).
It's unfortunate but I see it in
companies all across the United
States: the Management vs
Employees syndrome.
It's a war - the battle lines
are drawn and the casualties are
falling left and right. How did
it start? Why did it escalate?
Where are the protesters? Why
does it have to be this way?
This virus infests our
children when they hear mom
and dad come home aftera
day's work and say, "Wellthey
did it again. The company
screwed me again."
Those children grow up
expecting sub-human treatment
and, it happens.
The opposite side of this
illness finds the boardroom
executives making cut-in-

their loyality.
If Americans would consider
adopting this type of policy, our
entire attitude toward work,
product and profit would
change.
The war would end.
We, all of us, need to treat
our employees and employers
with mutual respect. Let's
throw the time clocks out the
window and begin to trust.
If companies would trust
their employees like people and
not numbers or meat or warm
bodies, (faceless, nameless
robots) the employees would in
turn increase their production
personnel decisions based on last
and once again feel proud of
quarter's P & L and the numbers
their accomplishments. Our
on the employee roster.
country would once again have
How many supervisors will go signature output because
to a manager and say, "I know
everyone would feel like an
John Doe isn't working up to par, integral part of what they were
but you know he's having marital producing instead of a replaceproblems and there's a sick kid at
able piece of machinery.
home."
It's something to think about
Why not take notes on the
and hopefully those young
Japanese system of employeepeople graduating from high
management relations? Employschool and college in 1989 will
ees in Japan feel like they are part
remember and adjust before this
of a corporate family. They turn .
war becomes the war-to-end-allout consistent work because they're wars, and it's too late to recover.
rewarded by the company for

Mary Johnson
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Letters
Right move made
To the Editor:

We members of the WSU AIDS
Task Force support Dr. John Kane's
decision to permit the sale of condoms in the WSU Student Union.
The University has a responsibility
to take action in reducing the risk of
the spread of infection with Human
Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV)
which causes the Acquired Immunodeficiency Syndrome (AIDS).
The best currently available medical information from the United
States Public Health Service, the
Center of Disease Control the
American College Health Association and the U.S. Department of
Health and Human Services states
that: among people who choose to
be sexually active, the consistent
and conscientious use of latex rubber condoms and spermicides containing nonoxynal-9 greatly reduces
the chance of transmission of HIV
through sexual intercourse. Condoms are not foolproof, but condoms are the best preventative
measure against AIDS besides practicing safe behavior (not having sex,
having sex with one mutually faith-

ful uninfected partner, and not
shooting drugs).
The WSU AIDS Task Force, at
the April 19, 1989 meeting unanimously supported and commended
Dr. Kane's decision to make condoms available and to make Winona
State University a safer campus.
Charles L. Bentley, Director,
Counseling Center
Dixie Sokolik, RN Coordinator,
Student Health Service
Sue Ballard, Associate Professor,
Nursing Department
Ann Burfeind, Student
John Martin, Professor/Chairperson, HPER Department
Paula Scheevel, Director,
Sheehan Hall-Security Services
Gary Janikowski, Director,
Human Resources
Joanne Rosczyk, Director of
Safety
Jon Kosidowski, Interim Vice
President of Student Affairs
Elizabeth McCarthy, Student
Jan Walz, Winona County Health
Services

Winonan photo by Dave Rood

Ahmad Alnasib, junior chemistry major, votes on the smoking referendum in the smaug Monday morning.

Smoke
Continued from page 1

Hatfield said. "Smoking is the
enemy, smokers are not the enemy."
The health benefits are the clear
benefits in the underlying rationale
for the referendum, Hatfield said,
smoking and it's second hand ef-

fects are "physically unhealthy."
The last referendum of this year
was on the check-in policy for the
dorms, and had a very low turnout.
"Nothing like today," Thoreson
said.
A petition with 159 signatures,
that requested turning the Smaug
into a non-smoking area, failed to
get support from the student senate, so the decision went to the
students in the form of a referen-

dum last Tuesday. A petition was
submitted to the student senate two
weeks ago by Hatfield in support
of no smoking in the Smaug.
He said that he was aware that
the Smaug was a smoky area and
the petition was one way that the
problem could be called to attention.
Implementation of the policy is
now in the hands of Charles Zane.

Congratulations 1989-90 Winonan staff
Editor-in-Chief
Business Mgr.
News Editor
Variety Editor
Sports Editor
Columnists
Copy Editor
Sales Manager
Advisor
Typesetter
Photographers

Reporters

Jane Harton
Glen Gauerke
Ann Enabnit
Lorin Drake
Lisa Heil
Damon Schoening
Amy Neitzel
Christine Eichstacft
Craig Kronbeck
John Kane
Shad Wai Loh
G.M. Fazley Elahee
Chris Brooder
Dave Rood
Theresa Kim
Rob Sidenar
Paul Dean
Betty Jo Lyon
Amethyst Vu
Mike Davis
Stephanie Treat

Peter
Continued from page 5

To all of you who are graduating: congratulations. I hope to
join you next March.
To those of you moving away
from family or friends for careers
or just for the summer, I have
these words from J. D. Salinger's
Holden Caulfield in Catcher in
the Rye,
"It's funny. Don't ever tell
anybody anything. If you do, you

Sales Reps
Distnbution Mgr.

Antony Prodzinski
Steve Danuser
Glenn Pieri
Cheri Martin
John Vinje
Karsten Kollross
Kristin Peterson
Damon Schoening
Jim Anderson
Kent Bauman
Liew Wai Hon
Jason Elliott
Denise Hungerford
Becky Milton
Candance May Wait
Jeff Connell
Evan Hartshom
Peggy Mahoney
Kirk Goetz
Debbie Ferrari
Nancy Kay Carney

start missing everybody."
My own thoughts. Distance is
illusion. Don't worry about it too
much. We need never go anywhere.
Then of course there are the
potatoes, which really don't have
much to say about the whole
business at all.
And to everyone who ever
read this and gave it a funny look
or a raised eyebrow: thanks.
If I could do it all over again I
would and I wouldn't change a
thing.
Well, except maybe my
deadline.

SUMMER JOBS AND
CAREER OPPORTUNITY
MN COACT is now hiring field staff to work on our
health care and family farm campaigns. Full time
summer and permanent positions with training, travel
and career opportunities. Gain political organizing and
fundraising experience. Hours: 1:30 pm to 10:30 pm
Monday-Friday; salary $235-$335 per week
plus benefits.
Call: (507)281-1116 EOE
Mpls (612)379-7811
Duluth (218)628-3616
Fargo (701)234-0041

- — — — Valuable Coupon

STUDENT SPECIAL!
Two Small Pizza's w/cheese
and Two Items*
One order of Crazy Bread
One Litre of Pop
Only

$8.99
Includes all taxes and delivery to
your door step

452-8752
*excludes extra cheese Expires 5 30 89
-

-

PHONE 452-8752
— VALUABLE COUPON
Buy one order of CRAZY BREAD at
Regular Price and Receive
The 2nd Order

FREE!

Valid Monday's & Tuesday's
Only with this Coupon
Expires 5-30-89

Delivery Available 4:00 p.m. to close.
Min. Delivery Order $5.00

r•

. • . ...
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Buffetin
Informational meeting
An opportunity exists for any
male students who are positive
thinkers, constantly striving for
excellence, and are self-motivated.
We offer superior academic,
moral, and athletic development.
Prospective student-athletes
meet coach Henderson for a short
meeting.
21 Memorial Hall
4:30 p.m.
Wednesday, May 17

Internship registration
There will be a special registration for internships only on May
23 from 10 a.m. to 2:30 p.m.
Internship applications, available
in the registrar's office, must be
turned in to the appropriate dean
by Friday, May 5 to qualify for
this special registration.

Science winner
Donald Harris, senior at WSU
from Winona, placed second in this
year's Wlnchell Undergraduate
Research Competiion. Harris is
studying computer science. He is
the first student from WSU to ever
win an award in the Wlnchell cornpeition. Congratualtions!

Rotary Members
Past Rotary Exchange Students
interested in Roteract. Call 4542818.

Dance
The first annual Women's Resource Center Gala Dance will be
held at Westfield Golf Club, 1460
West Fifth Stree, May 19 at 8 p.m.
Music will be provided by the Wails
of LaCrosse. Tickets $11 each. Available at Women's Resource Center,
452-4440.

The Rochester Run
5K and 10K Race
i

s)

(5K-f

1989

4,4,
/-10K

Entry fee $7.00 (before June 3, 1989)
$9.00 til the day of race

Race Date June 17

For a registration form:

Thomas Group, Inc.
2116
Campus Drive SE
4'014/
----------- Rochester, MN 55904 or call (507) 287-2089

Bike for hunger
Ride your bike to fight hunger.
For more information contact BikeAid '89, The oversease Development Network, P.O. Box 2306, Stanford, CA 94309.

Writing Course
Writing course will be offered at
WSU from June 12 to 16 in 335
Minne. Fee for the eight hour course
is $39, with only ten people
admitted. Pre-registration is
suggested. Call 457-5080, continuing
education.

RESULTS

Discussion

RESULTS-a citizen lobby group
that works to promote programs to
end world hunger and poverty, will
hold its next monthly education and
action meeting on Thursday, May
18, at 7 p.m. in Dining Room A
Kryzsko Commons. New members
welcome.

International Trade with China
will be the topic of Roundtable Discussion and Workshop this Friday,
May 19 from 11 a.m.-1:30 p.m. in
Dining Rooms A & B in Kryzsko
Commons.

Public Relations
Workshop

WSU Small Business Development Center is sponsoring the a
public relations workshop of
Summer Catalog
Thursday, May 18 from 2-5 p.m.
The 1989 International Summer in the
Purple Rooms of Kryzsko
School catalog and application
Commons. The fee is $10 and you
forms are now available.
must pre-register by May 15. For
Every summer since 1948 the
more information 457-5088.
University of Oslo International
Summer School has welcomed students, teachers and professional
people to its study sessions in Oslo,
Norway, and this year is no excepWSU's Jazz I, under the direction.
tion
of Dr. Lee A. Mendyk, music
For more information call Jo Ann
professor,
will present its springconKleber at (507) 663-3269.
cert Thursday, May 18 at 8 p.m. in
the PAC auditorium. The alumni
jazz
band will have a concert on
Study in Australia at Curtin
University in Western Australia. For May 20 at 7:30 in the PAC main
more information, call 1-800-245- stage. Both are free and open to the
public.
2575.

Jazz concerts

Study Abroad

Receptions
Winona city officials will be the
special guests at a reception sponsored by the Student Senate of
Winona State University tonight at
6:30 in the Student Senate office.

Satori
The Satori,WSU's literary magazine, will be avialable the week of
May 22 in the Smaug and the bookstore. Selections were made from
over 100 student contribution. Pick
one up-they're free!

Continuing
Education
Continuing education classes
for real estate salespersons will be
held at WSU on May 16 and 17.
Course fee is $50 for 10 of instruction. For more information and
registration, call Marian Hopkins,
457-5084, 109 Somsen Hall, WSU.

For All Current Edition
Books You No Longer Need
Hardcover and Paperback
May 23rd, 24th, 25th and
26th
Neduesady
il:
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CA all school
CD party
tg)

Reggae musician Tony Brown and his band the Landing Crew entertain folks at the b

Security personnel talk with some students.

A continous line of people waited to use the port-a-pottys.

Photos by Kirk Fratzke & Betty Lyon

Kathy maroon tri PC to get a Netter view frrytn. someone's chnulderc.
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The fruit of most people's labor litters the ground.

uck Guffey, freshman undecided major, sports a 12-pack for a hat.

A few people linger as the day's events come to a close.

A
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Variety

Is dating
just a thing
of the past?
By LORIN DRAKE
Staff Reporter
"Once upon a time human beings
were spherical, with two faces, one
on each side of the head, four arms
and four legs. There were three
sexes; male, female, and hermaphrodite. They were strong and could
move very fast by turning cartwheels, and they threatened to
storm heaven in the arrogance of
their strength. Zeus thereupon split
each of them in two, and Apollo
shaped and rearranged the halves
into the sort of human beings we are
today. Since then we have all been
half-humans who go about looking
for our other halves, and falling in
love with them when we find them.
Love is just the desire of wholeness,
the desire to become a complete
human being by reuniting the two
halves."
So wrote Aristophanes thousands of years ago. Whether his
writing was meant tobe metaphoric
or truthful, the fact remains today.
Men seek out women and women
seek out men.
Beginning at a very early age
(sometimes as early as infancy)
people express a curiosity about
members of the opposite sex. This
curiosity is often accompanied by
fear, apprehension and insecurity.
Despite all this men and women
have found acceptable ways to
become familiar with each other.
During the 1950's, with the
emergence of the car as a social
vehicle and the new extended period of adolescence, dating became
the acceptable way for boys and
girls to get to know each other.
Today is no different. Since attending college has become almost
as common as a ttending high school,
campuses serve as huge supermarkets where people can walk down
the aisles with their carts, choose
something and then pay for it or
discard it before getting to cash registers. There's always a lot to choose
from.
Randy Michaels, a Winona State
University sophomore marketing
major, thins dating at the college

"I like a girl who is honest and
straightforward with me because
I don't have time to play cat-andmouse games with someone."

Gene Pelowski
level helps you figure out what you
really want, but more important
what you don't want.
Michaels likes girls who know
how to communicate and express
themselves well. He likes them to
be spontaneous and exciting, but
also understand the serious aspects
of a relationship. Michaels enjoys
someone he can have a stimulating
conversation with and thinks dating someone who has the same religious affiliation makes things easier.
Susan Rickey Hatfield, a communcations professor, talked about
dating at the college level.
She said that one of the factors
for seeking out people of the opposite sex is physical attractiveness.
"If a person is obviously dropdead gorgeous, chances are he/she
is more likely to be approached by
members of the opposite sex than
someone who's not as attractive,"
she said.
However, she said that physical
attractiveness will only help in getting the initial approach.
"The importance of good looks
diminishes greatly once the relationship grows," she said.
Hatfield mentioned that research
has shown that people tend to find
long-term companions that are
similar to them.
This even happens at the college
level.
"You'll see people together that
are majoring in the same subject or
belong to the same club or share
other common interests," she said.
Hatfield referred to the population of Winona State as demographically homogenous.
"Most people here," she said,
"are from similar cultural, geographical and social backgrounds.
It is only logical that people on
campus date their peers."

Winonan photo by Dave Rood

Couple dating used to be popular years back, but the
new trend seems to be toward group activities. ColHatfield said that people need to
be comfortable with themselves
before they attempt to start a romantic relationship with someone.
"There are some people who
aren't comfortable unless they're
with a person," she said. "No one
can give these people what they
think they need. They have to find it
in themselves."
Hatfield said that no relation-

97 credits done in a year
y JANE HARTON
Variety Editor
While it takes most people four
or five years to graduate from
Winona State University, one stu
dent has managed to complete his
"undergraduate degree in one year,
"'"" Steve Syrmopoulos, a business
*
-administration major, managed to
an his schedule so he could comOete 97 credits during one year of
'Classes.
And he did this while raising
three children as a single parent and
working a part-time job as a bartender at night.
Syrmopoulos,33 , came back to
college after graduating from high
school in 1969. After graduation, he
attended three semesters of college,
and then transferred to the Orson
Wells School of Film. 1 hrough the
school, he had the opportunity to

O

travel to Europe. When he came
back to the states, he did not return
to school ri ght a way. Since that time,
he has had held many jobs.
"I've been a jack of all trades,
you could say. I've been in car sales,
insurance, jewelry sales, and I was
even a truck driver at one point,"
Syrmopoulos said. His most recent
position was that of a stockbroker,
and he was active in the field during
the 1987 stock market crash.
"After that, I decided to get out,"
he said. That's when he decided to
come back to school.
Syrmopoulos has sat in on 64
credits of classes, has received four
credits in equivalency, and four
credits for an internship, The rest of
hi Scredi ts ha ve been earned through
testing out of classes.
When Syrmopoulos entered
Winona State, he had no idea that he

would be able to complete all of the
credits in one year. He found that
out through the Adult Continuing
Education Program.
"At first, I tried to get equivalency credit for the past experience
I have had, but that didn't really
work. I only got four credits," he

said.

So he took the route of testing
out of classes. To do this, he ap-

proached the professors and worked
with them to arrange the tests.
"If I didn't like the way a professor arranged the testing, I could go
look forp.nother one. I tried to find
a plan that would benefit me the
most," Syrmopoulos said.
During the first summer session,
Syrmopoulos will complete an internship with a local Winona company. He will be conducting a mar-

See Senior, page 11

lege students often feel like they are being taken for
a test drive on a first date.

ship really works until both people
like and accept themselves.
Hatfield said that dating has
changed from individual settings to
group situations where a number of
people get together and go out as a
group.
Hatfield compared dating in the
fifties to dating today.
"Price is definite reason why oneon-one dating seems to be on the

decline," she said. "A dinner and a
movie can easily costa lot of money,
especially for college students who
don't have a lot. Also, many students work their way through school
and simply don't have the time it
takes to keep up a relationship."
Gene Pelowski, a Winona State
freshman, agrees that time is a factor but still tries to date despite
See Dating, page 11

A WSU degree has been
tradition in their family
By LORIN DRAKE
Staff Reporter
Next week, senior mass communication major, John Peterson won't
be the only one celebrating his
graduation.
His parents, Harold and Dolores
Peterson of Dassel, MN, will have a
life long dream come true when
John accepts his diploma from
Winona State May 27.
John is the last of three Petersons
who graduated from Winona State.
John's brother Mark began at
WSU in the fall of 1976 after the
football coach in Cokato High School
in Coka to, MN told Mark he should
go to college.
"Mark's academic standing
wasn't always great," Harold Peterson said. "But he was an excellent athlete allthrough high school."

Mark's high school coach called
the WSU athletic director whocalled
Peterson and invited him to visit the
school.
"My wife, Mark, and I were real
impressed with the layout and
atmosphere of the campus." Peterson said. "So we decided to send
our son here."
Mark Peterson, who lettered in
swimming, graduated in 1981 with
a degree in industrial education.
Peterson is currently employed with
Argosy Electronics, an Eden Prairie company that manufactures
hearing aids, where he is the quality
and production control and personnel manager.
Tim Peterson, a 1986 graduate,
has a degree in sales and marketing
and is the manager of a Burger King
restaurant iq Fagan, MN.
See Peterson, page 12
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Reviewer's job not an easy one
By LORIN DRAKE
Staff Reporter
The editor of this section recently announced that applications are being accepted for the job
of movie critic next year.
Depending on the response, we
may decide to continue printing
movie reviews in the Winonan. The
idea of including album reviews
has also been considered.
Regardless of the circumstances, I can say that I've really
enjoyed writing the reviews this
year.
Perhaps the greatestadvantage
of critical/analytical writing as
opposed toobjective news reporting is that you are allowed to use a
subjective approach. In other
words, much of what you write is
based primarily on opinion, rather
than substantial research. However, it is essential that a critic
backs his/her opinions up with a
sound and logical argument. Without this he/she lacks the credibil-

ity necessary to win an audience.
The art of film criticism has
been questioned in the past. If our
enjoyment of a film depends almost entirely on our personal taste,
background, sense of humor and
value system then how can Roger
Ebert's "thumbs down" or
"thumbs up" tell us if a movie is
worth our time?
The answer is simple. The film
critic needs to review a movie
rather than criticize it, He/she
should provide us with an overall
complete summary as well as a
careful analysis constantly referring to examples from the film,
Based on the review, the reader
can then form his/her own conclusions about the film. A good
review is the kind that informs
rather than dictates. This doesn't
mean that a good review can't be
critical; it just means that it takes
individual taste intoconsideration.
What then, makes a film good?
Once again here, the answer de--

eview
T.•■•••••.1

pends on a multitude of factors. I
have, however, after my long career of 30 movie reviews, come up
with a few reasons why one might
say: "Gee, what a great movie!" or
"I should have brought a deck of
cards,"
Highly acclaimed and well
received movies usually have
some historical, cultural or social
significance. Whether you're looking at an epic film based on the life
of Mahatma Gandhi or a teen flick
where fivehigh school kids spend
the day in detention and learn
much about themselves and each
other, the purpose of such films is
often clear. Good movies inform
but can also do so by entertaining.
One common misconception is
that Oscar winning movies are
usually non-fictional historical
doumentaries based on, for ex-

qirovANNz's
(PIZZA

685 West 5th. • Winona, MN

DON'T MISS THE BOAT
gRyouguifAysprEcLu,s

Large 1 item pizza
$4.95
Large 3 item pizza
$5.95
OFFER EXPIRES MAY 31ST
NO COUPON NECESSARY

454-3600

ample, the life and times of Susan
B. Anthony's milkman.
In addition, good movies stay
far away from stereotypes, (and
there are millions of them), melodrama (we have soap operas for
that), scriptwriting and plot cliches, (leave iit to sitcoms) as well as
haphazard plot development and
meaningless Hollywood entertainment.
One of the reasons why movies
like One Flew Over the Cuckoo's
Nest and Rain Man fared so well at
the Oscars is because of the relevant social and moral issues they
both addressed without overtly
criticizing society and by avoiding use of stereotypical characters.
I hope you've found these reviews useful during the past year.
Certainly I would never expect
everyone to share my opinions,
but if I knew that I sparked a few
people's curiosity over the months,
it would bea more than worth it to
me. Enjoy the summer!

Senior
Continued from page 10

John, who finished school last
winter, is employed by Breezy Point
Condominium Resorts in Minneaketing survey of the company's customers. For this he will receive four
credits, and get the chance to get
some more practical experience.
Syrmopoulos decided to complete his undergraduate degree so
he could pursue graduate studies.
"I have applied to schools from
Harvard to San Diego State University. All in all, I've applied to about
10 graduate schools," he said.
Syrmopoulos is interested in
pursuing international business,
and is fluent in three languages. Besides English, he speaks Greek and
Spanish. He plans to take German
when he enters graduate school.
His past travel to Europe sparked
his interest in the culture, and he
would like to work overseas if possible.
Syrmopoulos's long range goal
is to own his own independent
consulting firm. But he knows that
it will be good to get any kind of
experience working for another firm
beforehand.
Of his future career, he said, "I
won't be satisfied until I get a key to
the executive washroom."
Though his classes have mainly
been business and economic related,
Syrmopoulos said his hardest class
to test out of was personal fitness.
"That was the toughest because I
had to run a mile," he said.

To 321 1/2 women, friends, and the Master Blaster:

It's been a great year with a lot of good (and not so good) memories. Goodbye to you all who are
leaving this fine university; and to all who will be back in the fall, see ya then. M.B., I'll see you at a
Cubs game!
Have a great summer (and I really mean that).
Jane

Though Syrmopoulos has been
checking out such prestigious
schools as Harvard, he had this to
say of Winona State:
"Winona State ranks right up
there with the rest of them in the
quality of education."

•

Dating
Continued from page 10

working a job and going to school
full-time.
"If you're working 20-30 hours a
week, and you're willing to give up
some of your free time to spend
with a person, the least they can do
is respect you for it," he said.
Pelowski said that time is one of
the most valuable things a person
can give.
"I like a girl who is straightforward and honest with me because I
. don't have time to play cat-andmouse games with someone," he
said.
Pelowski said he doesn't like to
be led on.
"That stuff is for high school."
Hatfield talked about the "fishbowl phenomena" experienced by
college students who have little privacy and are under constant observation by their peers.
"In college, group living arrangements are common and it's very
hard to hide anything that happens,
she said.
"There is constant interaction
among individuals we know and
therefore it's very easy for people to
know what's going on. This all
changes after college."
Joe Horihan, a resident assistant
on fourth floor Prentiss, agrees that
group dating has become more
popular.
"Usually on the weekends you'll
see four or five big groups of guys
and girls go out together, or sometimes a lot of them will stay in and
check out board games or just sit in
the lobby and talk," he said.
Horihan said that the college
atmosphere is very conducive to
dating.
"You don't have a lot of parental
pressure to put up with and there
are a lot of activities planned where
people can meet," he said.
What exactly do people look for
in a date?
Donna Siettmann, freshman elementary education major, likes guys
who listen to good music, dress well
and understand her sense of humor. She also likes someone wh can
respect her opinions. She tries to
avoid guys who are just after one
thing.
"When I find out that's all a guy
is after I usually just turn around
and walk the other way," she said.
Kelly Kruger, freshman English
major, dates guys who are smart,
funny, romantic and dress well. It is
important that the men she dates
have the same tastes and likes as
her. She likes guys to be spontaneous and surprise her with unexpected gifts. Looks are important to
a certain extent.
"I like guys with cool hair," she
said.
Hatfield, despite mentioning
negative aspects of dating such as
date rape, thought dating at the
college level was healthy.
"Date away," she said.
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9 faculty and
staff to retire

By JANE HARTON
Variety Editor

Nine Winona State University will be retiring this month, and the
students are what they'll miss the most when they leave.
Patricia Malay, who worked in the bookstore for 20 years, said, "I'll
miss the students and all the people I have worked with in the
store."
George Christenson of the counseling center has been employed by
Winona State for 34 years, and has contributed to several
departments throughout his time here.
He originally taught math and science, and eventually started the
minor program for psychology. He was also active in starting a
program involving special education.
He is currently working in the counseling center with severely
emotionally disturbed students, and is a licensed consulting
psychologist.
Christenson has a lot a plans after retirement.
"I'm 62 right now, and I figure I have one-third of my life left," he
said.
Dr. Robert DuFresne, distinguished service professor in the political
science department, said that though he is retiring, he will still be
busy around campus.
"I'm not going to miss WSU because I'm going to stay on part-time
and teach in the fall," he said.
DuFresne is also involved in the study abroad program with
Brighton Polytechnic in London.
Other faculty and staff retiring will be Walter Hinds, music; Donald
Hunter, economics and finance; Wesley Matson, education; Jacque
Reidelberger, communications/theater arts; Robert Sheehan,
philosophy; and Everett Walden, educational administration.

Peterson
Continued from page 10

polis.
Peterson spoke with pride of his
three sons.
"Since the beginning of our marriage," he said, "my wife and I have
wanted all out children to attend
and graduate from a university.
That wish has now come true."
Peterson also expressed his
thanks to the administration and
faculty of WSU.
"The programs provided by the
administration and staff of WSU,
especially housing and financial aid,
have helped tremendously," hesaid.
Peterson said he wasn't always
sure of reaching his goal.
"There were times when grades
or money problems put a damper
on things, but we always made it
through in the end," he said.
Peterson said that through the
years the family always stayed together as a team.

"Going to college is not something you do all by yourself," he
said.
Peterson always knew his sons
would attend college. "It never was
a matter of 'if' you go," he said, "it
was always 'when'."
Peterson's daughter Joan, a consumer loan officer and personnel
director at the First National Bank
in Cokato, MN, graduated from
Hutchinson Vocational College.
Peterson expressed great relief
about accomplishing his goal.
"I now have money I didn' t realize I had, but most of all," he said,
"I'm justifiably proud of achieving
my goal."
Peterson's wife, Dolores, also expressed joy.
"I'm overjoyed," she said. "Especially because I know that all my
sons will make more than minimum
wage."
Besides all having graduated
from the same school, John, Mark
and Tim Peterson will also graduate in the same robe.
"We plan to have a robe burning
ceremony outside," Peterson said.

500 TAPS!
$2.50 PITCHERS!

Winonan photo by Dave Rood

Jacque Reidelberger is just one of the nine faculty and staff at Winona State University to retire this year.
He is a professor in the Communications/Theater Arts department.
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Sports

Warriors come through

Team captures
district title with
intense victories

By GLEN GAUERKE
Sports Editor
On the brink of elimination from losing their first game, the
favored and defending district 13 champs, Winona State University baseball team, won four straight games to capture the district
13 title again this weekend at Loughery Field.
The championship allowed the Warriors to advance to Area IV
at Loughery Field this Thursday-Satuday.
The Warriors started the tourney by getting upset by South\
west State on Friday 9-7, a team they swept during the regular
season. The Warriors jumped to a quick 4-0 lead, but let it slip as
the Mustangs scored five runs in the fifth inning off ace Brad
Lange. The Warriors made it close on Scott Wanshura's three run
shot in the sixth, but it was too little too late.
Second baseman Todd Wanshura admitted the Warriors went
in a little overconfident. "We were looking to sweep in three
(games), and we got a rude awakening," said Wanshura.
With the help of a double elimination tourney and strong character, the Warriors didn't let themselves be denied as they started
the comeback trail that same day against UM-Morris. They played
that game at Winona Senior High in the losers bracket, and beat
the Cougars 6-2. The team was backed by senior pitcher John
Costello as he allowed two runs in 71/3 innings. The Warriorbats
stayed hot, particulary those of Todd and Scott Wanshura and
first baseman Mike Eckert. Between the trio, they were 8 for13
with three RBI'S and three runs scored. Chris Boscher got the
save.
"After the first day, we said, 'this is so weird', but we still knew
we could do it." said Wanshura.
With the win under their belt, the Warriors went into Saturday's
games against Southwest again and eventually would play the
undefeated Bemidji State Beavers.
They made quick work of Southwest, avenging for their first
loss and beat them 8-0 behind 15 hits and solid pitching performances by Mark Braaten and Mike Troke who threw six and three
inings of shut out ball, respectively.
That advanced them to the game against Bemidji, one that will
be rem ebered as nothing short of mega-dramatic.
The Beavers and Warriors put on a hitting display and when
the bottom of the ninth inning was over, the Warriors had
escaped on a line drive off the bat of Scott Wanshura that was
dropped as three runs scored, giving the Warriors a 13-12 win and
new life for the showdown against the Beavers on Sunday.
Wanshura came up to bat in the top of the ninth with the bases
full, two outs and the Warriors down 11-10. In a game that
showed vague resemblences of defense, it was only fitting that
this ball not be caught.
Brad Lange came on to get the save for Boscher. There were 25
runs, 26 hits and each team came back from at least one three-run
deficit.
That set up the showdown for the championship game. And
when the championship is on the line, you go to your ace. Lange
threw again for the Warriors, going the distance in a game that
was tied 3-3 until the Warriors broke it open in the ninth with
three runs. The final, 6-4.
Scott Wanshura,
shura, voted Player of the Year, and Gary Grob,
See District, page 14. Coach of the Year,
share a hug as they celebrate the

Women's athleticg
holds banquet
'Challenges' theme of recognition night
By GLEN GAUERKE

are." The second, "We need one another!' The third, "If you think you
Sports Editor
There were plenty of memories, can or can't, then you're absolutely
awards and deserved recognition right."
Voelz praised the women's proMonday night when the women's
athletics banquet was held at Zach's gram and also had them repeating
on the Tracks. Approximately 130 those three messages out loud and
people made up of players, coaches, giving each other 'high fives' in the
directors, guest speakers and par- process. "I'm sure that there are
ents focused on the theme "Chal- people at these tables that are very
proud, and they should be," she
lenges".
Chris Voelz, the guest speaker said.
She also praised the Women's
who is the women's athletic director at the University of Minnesota- Athletic Counsel (WAC) and the
Twin Cities, gave three important student directors, saying that the
messages to the listeners. The first 'U' should adopt something simiwas "Be the best-at whatever you lar."Don't tell the 1,1.1' about student

directors, because I'll be out of a
job," she said.
The recognition night also
marked the leaving of Winona
state's athletic director, Jill Ballard.
Ballard was praised by many for
her efforts throughout the night, and
in her speech was filled with emolion. "I owe a lot to women's athletics and I want to thank everyone
here for giving me the opportunity,"
said Ballard. And after composing
herself, gave her old motto, "You always try to be the best you can and
if you can't, you fake it and dress
like you can," she said.
....
See Banquet,, page 14

Winonan photo by Kirk Fratzke

Warrior's district 13 championship Sunday afternoon.
The Warrior's beat Bemidji State 6-4 for the title.

Women harriers
end season 5th

Everyone contributed to scoring

By GLEN GAUERKE
Sports Editor

The motto "save the best for last" held true for the Winona State
University women's track team this past weekend as it took fifth place in
the Northern Sun Conference (NSC) track meet in Aberdeen, SD.
Every Warrior in some way or another placed in an event as the team
totaled 74 points in its last meet of the season. It marked the first time this
season that has happened.
The favored Moorhead State won the conference crown with 185
points.
Head coach Marge Moravec said that sophomore sprinter Shelley Lee
summed it up when she said, "We may be small, but we're determined."
The Warriors have had a lack of runners all year and having everyone
do so well pleased Moravec. "That was really great," she said. "We scored
more points than the last two years with less bodies. Everyone really
worked hard and I was proud of them."
"I think it was very satisfying for everyone because they all
contributed," Moravec said.
See Track, page 14
__
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Player of the Year
SCOTT WANSHURA
lb Mike Eckert
2b Todd Wanshura
OF Mike Scanlon
C Dan Galvin
P Brad Lange
DH Scott Wanshura

District

Coach of theYear
GARY GROB

Note:
The Warriors will host the Area IV
Championships starting Thursday,
May18 through Saturday, May 20
at Loughery Field.

Continued from page 13

Dave Matson got the game winning RBI and Lange got the win.
"What Brad did was just about
close to incredible," said Wanshura,
stating how many innings he had
thrown. "If anyone could do it, it
was him. It was practically his last

game and he got confidence as he
went along."
"Those were some tough ballgames," he said. "We never felt we
were out of them, but we knew
they'd never give up. Every inning
was intense."

Winonan photo by Chris Brooder

Lots of Warrior baseball fans watch Sunday's game
against the Bemidji Beavers from outside the base-

Track

Men's track 4th

By LIEW WAS HON

Steve Farrell clocked personal

bests in the 200m (22.29 sec.) and
Staff Reporter
The Winona State University 400m (491 sec.) to take a pair of
men's track team fell just short of re- seconds,
peating last year's third placefinish
in the Northern Intercollegate Conference (MC) this past weekend in
Aberdeen, S.D.
The Warriors tallied 71 points to
finish its season in fourth place in
the NIC compared to last year's 84
total. Still the team had several solid
performances, despitebeing undermanned from injury.
Senior Joel Dudgeon took the
team's only first place finish in the
5,000m with a time of 1536.6 sec.
Teammate Rob Holthus was right
behind him in second, finishing at
15:42.5 sec. Holthus, a senior, also
turned in a second place finish in
the 10,000m at 33:05.1 sec.

Interested in sports and
want to get paid? The WSU
athletic department needs a
men's assistant Sports Information Director (SID) to start
in the fall of 1989. Please
contact Dwight Marston at
4157-5212.

Students'
Poetry & Short Fiction
& Art Work = Satori
Pick up yours FREE

TATTOOS!
5,000 designs or your own.
Autoclave sterile equipment
andbright colors. Specialties
include fine line; custom
designing; coverups;
permanent eyeliner. Tiger
Lilly Tattoo - open evenings
and Saturdays.
Rollingstone, MN
689 - 2953

Head coach Bob Keister will take
Holthus to the NAIA national tournament on May 25-27 in Azusa,
Calif, He will run the marathon.
Dudgeon and Farrell may al so go in
the 5,000m and 200m-400m, respectively.
A school record was broken in
the 4 x 100m relay (433 sec.) by the
quartet of Liew Wai Hon, Lance
Westby, Mike Kropp and Farrell.
They also took second.
The field events also boa sted two
second place finishes in Rick
Ellinghysen with the discus (137'51 /
2") and pole vaulter Jeff Brown
cleared 13 feet.

Continued from page 13

The biggest contributors were
Rachel Hamilton and Sheila Olson.
Hamilton took second in the shot
put (42'3 1/2"), the discus (136' 3")
and the javelin (123'7 1/2"). Olson
took second in the 3000m (10:52.0
sec.), third in the 1500m (4:58.81
sec.) and fourth in the 800m (2:28.6).
Olson's times in the 3000m and
1500m were personal bests.
Both Hamilton and Olson were
named to the NSC all-conference
team for their efforts. Hamilton and
Lisa Robinson will go to the NA!A
nationals on May 25-26 in Azusa,
Calif. Hamilton will throw discus,
shot put and javelin and Robinson
will run the 10,000m.
Robinson took a third and fourth
place finish in the 10,000m (41:58.4
sec.) and the 5000m (19:55.4 sec.),
respectively. Also placing in third
and fourth slots were 100m hurdlers Christine Eichstadt (16.7 sec.)

ball field fence in an effort to avoid the $2 admission
price.

rizo also took another fourth spot in
the 400m hurdles (1:13.79 sec.).
Deb Johnson threw a personal
best in the javelin (100'5 1/2") to
take fifth. The rest of the Warriors
points were scored in relays as the 4
x 100m relay (53.8 sec.),4 x 400m
relay (4:26.5 sec.)and 800m relay
(1:59.4 sec.) teams gathered fifth
spots.

Banque

Continued from page 13

In between speeches, awards
were given and respective coaches
talked about their teams. The night's
biggest award went to junior golfer,
Marni Nelson. Nelson received the
scholar athlete of the year award.
Nelson, among many other things,
made the dean's list five times and
was a champion medalist in golf.
"Smiles in the mornings and pats on
the back really helped me, thanks a
lot, I'm really proud of this honor,"
Nelson said.
As the coaches reviewed thei r
team's
accomplishments and failand Kathi Perrizo. (17.9 sec.) Per- •
ures, each coach named a most valu-

able player (MVP). Also, those who
have played with a team for three
years received jackets.
Head golf coach Bobbe Carney
saw her golfers become conference
champs and go to nationals for the
first time and named Shelley Gronholtz as MVP. Volleyball coach
LaVonne Fiereck said her team had
"great determination" and Shelly
Burow received MVP. Cross Country coach Marge Moravec cited her
team taking the conference title and
named Lisa Robinson the MVP.
Gymnastics coach Steve Juaire
praised the team for making it to
nationals for the 11th straight year.
Rachel Yurch was MVP. Coach of
the year in tennis, Joni Jacobson said
her team just plain improved and
Dawn Bissing was the MVP. Coach
Alice Simpson named Pat Neder
and Lisa Parsons as co-MVP's for
the basketball team and coach Mark
Patterson used this season as a
"stepping stone" and named Pat
Neder as MVP. The track team
was"small, but mighty" as Moravec
named Rachel Hamilton as MVP.

NEW NIGHTLY
SPECIALS!

HEI 'N LOW TAP
Lunches Served 11:30am - 3:00pm

With Special
$.35 Tap Beer

Imported Beer on Tap

529 Huff Street

Big Screen T.V.

452-1234

Family Owned
and Operated!

7th & Hamilton

452-9830
OPEN SUNDAYS

MONDAY

Taco Night

.3 Tacos $1.99

$. 25 Fountain Pop with Special!
TUESDAY

Spaghetti Night

10% Off All Spaghetti

$. 25. Fountain Pop with SpeCial!
WEDNESDAY

Personal Pizza Night
1 6- inch, 2-ingredient plus pop

$2.49
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Men's golf team
ends season in 4th
By GLEN GAUERKE
Sports Editor

The Winona State University men's golf team finished its season
with a fourth place finish in the NAIA District 13 tournament this past
Monday and Tuesday in Red Wing, Minn.
The Warriors totaled a 671 while UM-Duluth won the championship with 631.
Again, as it's been all season, senior Larry Norland led the way. He
shot a 156 (78-77) and also captured all-district honors. Norland said
he did n't shoot as well as he could have and that he missed qualifying
for Nationals by one stroke- a missed putt on hole number 17.
Still, he said the team did well for the situation. "Fourth is as good
as we figured considering the circumstances," he said. Those circumstances have been losing players to eligibility and also having replacement golfer Mike Cierzan, who had been doing good filling in,
sprain his ankle.
Head coach Dwight Marston was in a jam in the middle of the
season as he had to actually find players on short notice just so the
team could compete. Norland also said that the replacements have
done a good job.
"I didn't play as well as I could have," said Norland. "But everyone else did good."
Ryan Gordon was second on the team with a 168, Mike Krall
added a 170 and Bob Eyre had a 180.

From the

Locker Room

Women's golf plays
steady at Nationals
Apperance was team's 1st ever in history
By JOHN NICHOLS
Asst. Sports Editor

Combating squadrons of gnats,
rainy weather and strong competition the Winona State University
women's golf team put in a steady
effort in taking fifth place in the
three day NCAA Division II National Championships at the Gates
Four Country Club in Fayetteville,
N.C, May 8-10.
The Warriors, who made there
first trip ever to nationals, started
out the first day by shooting a 353
that placed them behind Troy State
(311), Longwood College (330),
Northeast Missouri State (330),
Indianapolis University (341) and
ahead of home-state rival Mankato
State (359).
Marni Nelson was the top player
for the Warriors on the first day

Norland is a leader
Golfer is team's "mainstay"
By KENT BAUMAN

Glen Gauerke

Staff Reporter

I'm gone

This is it, I'm gone-outta here!
Seeing that this is the last issue of the Winonan, I thought I'd write
my see ya column and give credits to those that deserve it.
I enjoyed bringing you Winona sports and writing a column this
year. It was great to get some response, whether it was verbal or
written in a letter. I give credit to those of you who wrote or commented. It showed that you care and it also gave me great feed back.
I hope you enjoyed the column.
I'd like to say thanks to everyone on the staff, it was fun
working with you. Chuck and Bill, I'll miss you guys. And for the
rest of you, I'll see you next year, so I won't really miss you. The
break will do me good.
Next year the new sports editor will be Lisa Heil and she comes
by way of the women's sports information director (SID). She's got
some good ideas and I hope you'll enjoy her column and sports
section.
Congratulations to all the WSU sports teams. Hopefully the
baseball team will continue its winning ways. They sure had some
barnburners in districts. Seeing that this is the last issue, the Winonan
won't be able follow the team the rest of the way, but next year there
will be a recap.
The sports section tried to cover all aspects of WSU and hopefully,
we did O.K.
Thank-you for your support.

carding an 86.
The third day the Warriors sealed
The Warriors had to deal with a up their fifth place spot with a score
steady rain the second day as they of 353, which gave them a three day
kept their grip on fifth place with a total of 1,051.
The Warriors were led by
345, their best score of the tournaGronholz's 81, giving her a three
ment.
Nelson continued to lead the way day total of 258. Nelson fell off the
for the Warriors as she completed third day to a 96 which gave her a
the round in 82, Sue Lentle added three day score of 264. Slater hit a 90
an 87, Shelley Gronholz and Sue (266), Lentle 91 (268) and Taubert 91
Slater both had 88's and Peg Taubert (273). '
Troy State won the championturned in a 91.
"We were pleased to see four ship with Longwood taking second
scoresi n the 80's that's a really good followed by Northeast Missouri, Insign that we are playing well as a d iana pol is, the Warriors and
Mankato State.
team," said Carney.
"It was very satisfying to beat
Troy State continued to lead the
tournament with a two day total of Mankato State." said Carney, "We
634, followed by Longwood (656), beat them the week before in St.
Northeast Missouri (659), Indian- Cloud and I think that really shook
apolis (680), the Warriors (698) and them up going into nationals."
Mankato State (709).

The Winona State University
men's golf team has had an ace-inthe-hole for the past two seasons
and his name is Larry Norland.
Norland, a senior, has been the top
performer for the team since he
arrived in the fall of 1986.
" Larry Norland is the mainstay
of the Winona State University golf
team," head coach Dwight Marston
said. This year is a perfect example
of that because out of all the players,
he has been the most consistent. He
has been finishing in the top individually all season. His worst finish
was carding an 82 in the Mississippi
National Golf Tournament in Red
Wing Minn. under horrible weather
conditions.
He also is a leader that his
younger teammates can look up to.
"He's a very good leader, since he
has been with us long enough so he
knows the courses we play on,"
Marston said. "Since he is a senior
he is the player the team looks up
to."
But Norland doesn't feel any
pressure to shoot the best. "I think
the other guys have been doing
O.K.," said Norland. "It's just that a
couple of them have notbeen shootu p to their capabilities." Norland

loves to have some fun too."The
way the team is I just try to go out
and have a good time," Norland
said.
He said he is glad tha t he came to
Winona State from Iowa State University. He said he came here mainly
because of Marston. He doesn't
know if he will continue with his
golf career. "I don't know, but to do
that I will have to improve by at
least five shots down to a 71, which
is possible to do," - Norland said.
Marston agrees with that. "Well, to
do that at this point he would have
to be able to shoot par or a little
under to be able to compete,"
Marston said. "But he is still young,
give him a couple of years to improve his game." Norland was just
hired as the assistant pro at Mississippi National Golf course and he
said that will help his game if he
plans to turn pro.
He has the power to do just that.
"He can drive the ball far and that is
what you need to be able to do,"
said Marston. "He has to be able to
hit the greens and putt well. With
this team he has not been able to do
that."
Since Norland has been at
Winona State he has made the allconference team twice and the alldistrict 13 team three times.

LONG

SPECIALIZING IN:

SHORT

LOWEST AIR FARES

Larry Norland

Marston will miss his leadership
abilities."He is a good example to
follow," Marston said.
Last Monday and Tuesday
Norland competed in his last tournament at districts. He shined at the
meet as he captured all-district
honors on the final day of the NAIA
District 13 men's golf tournament at
the Mississippi National Golf Club.
Norland shot a (79-77) for a two day
total of 156. "Larry played exceptionally well for us and what people
don't realize is that he has never
missed a tournament for us in four
years. I take my hat off to him," said ,
Marston.
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GREAT CHARTER PACKAGES
SPRING GET-A-WAYS
FOREIGN STUDENT FARES

TRUST A WSU ALUMNUS

LIMR1.1113E

Tom Martin

34th arid Service Drive
Winona, Minnesota
(507)454-5505

HOURS: 9 to 4 Weekdays
454-4646
All work by students
under instructor supervision

of Wenonah Travel, Inc.

Over 700 independently owned and operated travel agencies in North America.

W111.
Winona Technical Institute

On
Homer Road

Friday, May 19th

Drawings
Prizes
Contests
Flowers for the first 50 women

AT THE BOOKSTORE
GOING HOME -- THANK Yr'
SPRING SPECIALS
SALE DATES MAY 1st THRU MAY 27th
Clothing
Lamps
Records and Tapes
Towels
Calculators
Watches & Clocks
Billfolds
Radios
Book Bags
Tape Recorders
Pillow Pets & Puppets
All Posters
College Mugs
Pop
Health & Beauty Aids
Kodak Film
Batteries
Dress Sweaters
W.S.U. Chairs

20% off
25% off
20% off
20% off
20% off
20% off
50% off
20% off
30% off
20% off
10% off
50% off
10% off
10% off
20% off
10% off
20% off
20% off
20% off

